Baffle Installation Instructions
1. Determine the correct rubber baffle for your particular cup size. Refer to the chart provided with dispenser for additional details on proper baffle selection.
2. Remove the four thumbscrews on the underside of the ring bezel and remove the ring bezel from the unit. Remove cardboard insert and discard.
3. Install the correct rubber baffle onto the ring bezel.
4. Re-install the ring bezel by lining up the four posts with the holes in the stainless steel washer. Replace the four thumbscrews and hand-tighten until secure.
5. When the correct baffle has been installed, the dispenser is ready for installation.

Installation Instructions
1. Cut hole for mounting collar. (Row D from chart)
2. Insert mounting collar with the “UP” arrow to the top for horizontal or angled mounting and to the rear for vertical mounting.
3. Drill four 1/8” (3mm) holes and fasten mounting collar with supplied screws.
4. Insert cup dispenser with the dispenser’s weld seam aligned with “UP” arrow.
5. Push dispenser in until flush with counter. Rotate counterclockwise until tight.
6. To remove for cleaning or adjustment, rotate dispenser clockwise and pull straight out of counter.
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